


Yes, You Can Cash In On The Fractal Of Pi
Would you like to turn $5000 into $25000 in 90 days?

That can be done trading the S&P 500 with just one contract. The
equity curve shown is my personal account for the 1st quarter 1997.
Trading an average of twice per week, I managed to grow the account
over 400 percent.

How was that done? It was done with knowledge, discipline, and
patience. Knowledge was the key. Notice the sharp jumps in the equity
curve. Those jumps occurred when I analyzed and correctly caught
something I call a chaos streak. The second chart shows a streak.

Chaos streaks are those sharp moves that occur in all markets,
and especially in the S&P 500. For years I have worked to determine
when those streaks would occur. I wondered what caused the streaks
and how they were related to other patterns that I knew - such as the
Hannula Market Fractal, as taught in the Cash In On Chaos course.

In late 1996, I solved the Mystery of the Streaks. I have now
created a course called The Fractal of Pi. It will teach you the solution
to the Mystery of the Streaks. This is a follow-on course to the Cash In
On Chaos course , which you must take first. This is because the
Fractal of Pi expands the Hannula Market Fractal pattern with its seven
elements to the Fractal of Pi pattern with 18 elements. These additional
elements locate the streaks within the Hannula Market Fractal. They
give you a razor sharp trading edge.

The course covers the energy fields in markets, the geometry of
waves in energy fields, the development of the Fractal of Pi pattern,
multiple examples, behaviors of the pattern, trading techniques for
exploiting the fractal, and how to set up your charts to correctly use this
amazing tool.  Book with over 90 charts, and overlays.

The Fractal of Pi course is limited to those who have purchased
the Cash In On Chaos course. That course is limited to 999 purchasers
and sales are approaching that number. Your investment in this
course is a modest $720. If you have not taken the Cash In On
Chaos course and wish to purchase both courses, you can purchase
the Cash In On Chaos course for $720 instead of the regular price of
$999. Further, the first 12 purchasers from this ad will receive 6 months
of the Cash In On Chaos Newsletter absolutely free. That’s $120
value.

Isn’t it time that you invested in your knowledge? If you want to
Earn, you have to Learn. Learn to find the streaks. Cash In On the
Fractal of Pi. Act now and save all regrets! - Dr. Hans Hannula

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Yes, Hans, I’d like to learn the Fractal of Pi.
Please send me the Fractal of Pi course.
Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
City_______________________ State_______Zip_________
Country ________Phone_____________ Fax_____________
____I also want to order the Cash In On Chaos course (check)
Amount ______________+ Shipping (outside US/Can) ______ In US/Can we ship priority mail at no charge.
Payment Method:    __Cash (pay to MicroMedia)  __Visa   __MasterCard
Card No.________________________________________ Expires ____________________
Signature____________________________________________

Cash In On Chaos Non-Disclosure Agreement
I understand the Fractal of Pi / Cash In On Chaos course is trade secret property of Dr. Hans Hannula, and that I

am acquiring a license to use this material only in my private trading. I will not copy the material or share it in any way with
anyone else. I understand that these trade secrets, once communicated, are non returnable. I understand that failure to
abide by these agreements violates state, federal, and international trade secrecy laws.

Signed _______________________________________ Date________________
Send to:

MicroMedia, 4224 E 126th Ave., Thornton, CO 80241 voice 303 452 5566 fax 303 457 9871

Futures trading is extremely risky.  You can loose
more than your original investment. Past performance is
no guarantee of future performance.
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Thank you for requesting information onCash In On
Chaos.I appreciate your interest in my work. My name is Dr.
Hans Hannula. I am a commodity trading advisor and hold a
PhD in Electrical and Computer Engineering.  I have
developed a unique approach to markets which is both
scientifically accurate and profitable.  I am a private trader
and I trade this theory daily.  I have put into practice what I
have learned about markets.  I offer courses to private traders
to learn this new theory and to teach others to Cash In On
Chaos.
The first three charts show my track record on our Position

Trading Hotline, our S&P One-A-Day Trading Hotline, and
my personal trading account. In 5 years our Position Trading
Hotline is up 388%. Our S&P One-A-Day day trading
program is up 455% in two years. My personal account is up
370% in two months.  This shows the power of my scientific
approach to the markets.
My market theories are based upon three topics: market

astrophysics, chaos theory, and personal astrophysics.  They
are all concerned with energy flow.  I believe that the
universe is one intense energy field.  I have learned that
energy adds together according to the laws of harmony and
resonance.  When energy adds properly it creates matter, life,
and everything we experience. Everything follows these
energy laws: solar systems, nations, tribes, cultures,
individuals, and markets.  A consequence of these laws is that
chaos exists as part of the natural order of things.  Chaos is a
behavior pattern of non-linear systems.  Energy fields are
non-linear systems.  And markets are energy systems.
Profitable trading can, therefore, be based on understanding

the behavior of these energy systems.  I have worked long
and hard to reach the point of scientific development where I
understand these systems and how they work in markets.
This approach is proven, scientifically sound, and profitable.
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Here is a brief overview of my energy flow theory.  Refer
to the diagram at mid-page. As planets orbit the sun, they
exert tidal forces upon the gases of the sun.  These tidal
forces cause swirling motions on the sun, creating sun spots,
solar flares, coronal holes, and other energy events.  All
these effects combine to vary the amount of radiation that
leaves the sun. That solar radiation is our sole source of
energy.  We are subject to every fluctuation in it.
Solar radiation travels to the earth in two ways: as direct

radiation, such as sunshine and radio waves, and as charged
particles carried by the solar wind.  This flow of charged
particles forms a torrent of energy that blasts earth creating a
bow wave and a wake, just as a boat going upstream would
do. This bow shockwave forms a magnetopause between the
earth and the sun. It interacts with the earth’s
electromagnetic field, shaping and adding
energy to it.  At the poles, charged particles
follow the magnetic lines of force into our
atmosphere.  This creates a charged layer
called the ionosphere.
As this solar wind passes earth, it shapes

our magnetosphere into a teardrop shaped
envelope of trapped charged particles.  As
solar radiation varies so does the earth’s
magnetic field, atmospheric ionization, and
temperature.  Scientists have tracked down
a host of relationships between these events
and a variety of earthly phenomena such as
weather, climate, crime rates,  plant growth
rates, frequency of thunder storms, blood
Ph levels, psychiatric emergencies, and
many others.
As part of this activity the solar wind charges our

ionosphere to a voltage of approximately +300,000
volts.  This charged layer above the earth represents
the positive end of a battery.  When you stand on the
ground you are standing on the negative end of this
battery.  This is the earth’s electric field that we all
live in.  When you stand erect, it places a voltage on
the top of your head of about 240 volts.  That is the
same voltage as  used by your oven element.
Fortunately for us, this is not a high current power
source.  Otherwise, we would fry.
We are affected by this field. This voltage causes

currents to flow through us as we live on earth.
These currents are approximately 2000 times as
strong as the biological currents that run our brain,
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our nervous system, our muscles, and our organs. All of our body’s electro-chemical systems are
subject to the fluctuations in these currents.
The ionosphere and the charges on it form a very dynamic system.  Events such as solar flares can

cause rapid and large changes in this voltage.  Our biological circuits feel these changes.  These
changes can affect all our biological processes including our emotional moods.  Scientific studies
have shown that changes in ionization cause people to feel giddy to gloomy. These moods show up
in the markets.
It is well accepted that markets move in response to fundamental forces and investor psychology.  A

major finding of my work is that investor psychology is driven by the physical energy system.
Those emotional rallies and declines are controlled by the currents that run through us. We call those
currents emotions.
I have related the timing and price level of market turns to these currents. I have exhaustively

verified every link in this chain of cause and effect. I have developed a solid mathematical
knowledge of how this energy flow controls pattern, price, and time in markets.
While it is not possible in a chaotic system to make perfect predictions, I have been able to

formulate a computer program called XGO which predicts markets with between 60% and 90%
accuracy. Look at the chart at the top of the page. This S&P forecast has been running about 80%
accurate over the past two months.It was computed over one year ago, and used no price data!It
is simply a computation of the energy coming into the S&P.  These forecasts can be made for any
market,for any time in the future.This is a unique scientific technology.
I have also learned how these energy systems affect individual traders as well. I have found ways to

increase a trader’s energy, and reduce their sensitivity to the external fields. That’s part of my trading
approach. One can improve trading results by managing one’s own energy system.
XGO is but one example of what I offer to private traders. A variety of products  are summarized

briefly in the following literature.  More detailed descriptions can be found on our web site at
http://wwwcashinonchaos.com/hans.
I am a professional teacher, trader, and technologist.  I am not a high pressure salesman.  I have

good stuff and I believe if you want it and deserve it, you will come and get it.
I have found that to succeed in the markets, you have to understand markets and understand

yourself.  I have reduced both of those topics to science. If you seriously want tolearn to earn, I can
help you. After looking over the enclosed literature, if you have any questions please call me, fax
me, or send me e-mail.

Happy Trading!
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The Cash In On Chaos Catalog

Our goal is to provide you with everything you need to Learn to Earn. You can master the markets and
control your own future.  You Can Cash in On Chaos. Items are roughly in the suggested order for learning.

Background Material

Your Electric Life, Science for a New Age
Whether you realize it or not, you are being strongly influenced by a very powerful electrical force - the
earth’s electric field.  This field produces currents through your body that are 250,000 times as strong as the
currents that run your brain.  Recognition of this fact, research, and experimentation have led former Bell
Labs engineer and scientist Al Larson to a series of insights into many previously unexplained phenomena.
His findings cover a wide range of topics, such as dowsing, the human aura, consciousness, bio-circuits,
Feng Shui, natal astrology, stock markets, remote viewing, energy field medicine, de ja vu, dreams, and
religious experiences.  His own discovery of sudden impulses shows how we are all connected by the field in
a Cosmic Internet.  Al provides a rational explanation of how these phenomena work through the earth’s
electric field, along with guidance of how this knowledge can be used to improve your own life.  Do not miss
this clear, concise, convincing explanation of how things work. ....$18 + $2 Shipping/Handling........YEL...$20

Market AstroPhysics and Chaos
A book. Learn about the Chaos Clamshell and what causes it and other chaotic events. Contains reprints of
all of Han’s published articles. Capitalizing on Chaos with Market AstroPhysics ,In Search of the Cause of
Cycles, In Search of the Cause of the Crash of 1987, Using Gann with Market AstroPhysics, Cycles Without
Tears,  In Search of Truly Scientific Correlations, Trade Like a Cheetah, Tomorrow’s Wall Street Journal,
Making Money With Chaos, Cycles Make Easy, A Lunar Chaos Theory, Trading the Seasonal Cycle, Trading
the Eclipse Cycle, Cashing in on Natural Energy, Cashing In On XGO, Why Johnny Can’t Trade, The
Tachyon Field in Stocks and Commodities, and more. ..................................................................... ALL...$36
Cash In On Chaos Newsletter
Read this newsletter for an ongoing analysis of the markets as they form Chaos Clamshells.  Both a trading
and teaching letter.  The cutting edge of market research coupled with down to earth application. Covers
stocks, tbonds, interest rates, economic outlook, gold, wheat, Swiss franc, and IBM.  Analysis features use of
unique ZeroDelay cycle filter as used in The Trading System Toolkit.  Great charts, clear unequivocal
recommendations, plus trading techniques, tutorials, and updates on astrophysical events.  Includes section
on energy fields. Includes famous Dates to Watch,  and pithy quotes.  Quality improvement and news from
subscribers. Monthly. $240 per year. $60 for 3 months. One free sample per customer...........CIOCNL...$240
Newsletter now available via email............................................................................................CIOCNL3...$60
Basics of Market AstroPhysics
A VHS video. This is a classic.  Explains the Solar energy system and how it functions to move markets.
Includes discussion of chaotic nature of markets.  1 hr 45min. ....................................................BASICS...$50

Finding AstroCycles With an Ephemeris
A VHS video. The easiest way to learn to find astrocycles in markets.  Explains how to use paper or
computerized Ephemeris, and how to easily research astrocycles yourself.  1 hr 30 min. ........FINDING... $50
EPHI-The Trader’s Ephemeris.
The software you need for Finding Astrocycles With an Ephemeris if you don’t have an ephemeris program.
Easiest Ephemeris Program.  Gives you astrocycles in minutes.  Text output to printer or file.  Simple aspect
searches.  Both helio and geo. Good from 1900 to 2050.  Can be used in DOS batch programs for extensive
research. Spreadsheet output, too.  If you want to do your own astro research, you need this. Don’t trade
without this Astro Gem! 3.5 inch disk.  Downloadable demo on website. ........................................EPHI... $50
WinGephi. THE Graphical Ephemeris.
A picture is worth a thousand numbers. This is an software program to draw pictures of where the planets
are. Hans prints this out for a year in advance.  Can also be set up to print a chart a day automatically.
Shows you exactly where the planets are.  Can include natal planets to watch transits.  Runs on Windows
95.  Draws helio and geo wheels and aspect tables.  All the features of the Trader’s Ephemeris except
searches, plus graphics and natals. Downloadable demo on website....................................WINGEPHI... $99
How to Use Gann’s Square of Nine
A VHS video.  Introduces Gann’s Square of Nine, it’s origins, and its use to find price turning
points.  45 min. ................................................................................................................................SQ9...$100
Trading the Overflight.
A bound research report. Explains one major recurring astrophysical event which causes major changes in
stocks over 80 percent of the time.  Covers history from 1900 and gives dates out to 2000. Gives trading
strategy. Understanding this event can make you healthy, wealthy, and wise..................................TTO...$120
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Trading the Eclipses.
A bound research report. The finest study of eclipses ever done.  Answers the question of why half of the
eclipses move markets and half don’t.  Includes complete graphical and tabular data on all eclipses this
century.  Gives trading rules based on analysis of this data.   Don’t be left in the dark of the eclipse shadow.
..........................................................................................................................................................TTE...$120
Gann’s Greatest Secret.
A bound research report. Reveals Gann’s best kept secret which he used to make his long range forecasts.
Includes the scientific paper that gave Gann a tool 20 years before most scientists knew of it. Updated to
present.   Learn to see decades in advance.................................................................................... GGS...$240
Research Report Trilogy.
All three research reports above . Regularly $480. Save $120 by purchasing together................. RRT...$360

Chaos Trading Courses

MoneyTides in Financial Markets-How Astrology Really Works
Unclassified. Video Home study course. Explains how the planets set up tides in the earth’s electric field,
how we react to those tides, and how those tides show up in markets. This is a “Must See.” One2 hour video
tape (VHS only) plus copy of foils....................................................................................................REAL....$12
Trading MoneyTides and Chaos in the Stock Market
Unclassified. Covers the basic theory of Market AstroPhysics and Chaos Market Theory. Teaches how to find
Natural Time points for market turns, and how to find Natural Price points of turns. Explains the essence of
Chaos theory, and why it shows up, along with trading rules. Ideal for the Novice trader, but has information
for any market student, even those who have studied all my courses. Two video tapes(VHS only) plus copy
of foils. ..........................................................................................................................................TRTIDE...$72
Cash In On Chaos Course
Confidential. Home study video course.  Covers chaos theory, nonlinear system behavior, precursors to
chaos, the Hannula Market Fractal, how to project it, and how to trade it.  Every market move is a Hannula
Market Fractal.   The only true scientific course on chaos in markets. Can be used to develop your own
trading methods.   6 hours video, 185 page manual.Give yourself a trading edge. Requires non-disclosure.
Specify VHS (US/CANADA) or PAL (Europe/Asia ) video. .............................................................CIOC...$720
The Fractal of Pi Course
Secret.  Extends the Hannula Market Fractal from 7 parts to 17.  The additional parts show the precise
locations of the Chaos streaks within the Fractal.  Explains the relationship to the mystical number 3.14159,
also known as Pi. Requires non-disclosure.
Available only to purchasers of Cash In On Chaos. ...................................................................... FOP... $720
The Face Of God Course
Secret. Reveals discovery of planetary pattern that shapes all market movements. This is a fundamental
discovery very useful to traders. Book and software. Requires non-disclosure. Full information package
available by mail or on website......................................................................................................FOG... $3600
Market AstroPhysics Master Course.
Top Secret. The Ultimate.  Covers everything that Hans has learned, including his Complete Chaos Method.
One week living with Hans. All past purchases credited to course price. By acceptance only.  The Full Circle.
Requires Non-disclosure. .............................................................................................................MAP...$36000

Tools for Traders

The XGO Software
This program calculates the energy coming into any market.  This energy function is a forecast for price
action that is between 60 and 90 percent accurate.  Program produces ASCII data files that can be read into
most popular trading programs.  Works for people as well.  This is a great tool to use with the Hannula
Market Fractal for position trading.  Many XGO charts on website. Full literature package available by mail or
on website. Formula not given. Just computes. Protected by hardware lock. Full manual.......... ..XGO...$3600
Individual XGO Charts
Past year and next year of XGO energy function for any market or person. Five pages give great detail.  A
low cost way to watch XGO in action. Requires date of birth for individual, and date of first trade for market.
We have most market data for US markets.Also available as ASCII data file for Excel........XGOCHART...$36
MoonTide Data Subscription
One minute energy wave forecast for the S&P 500. Gives day traders a unique advantage. Data files
furnished three months at a time. Formats available for loading into popular trading software. Limited to 120
subscribers. $360 per three months. .............................................................................................MTD...$360
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MoonTide Software
Program computes the electric field waves due to the Moon’s effect on the earth’s electric field.  This energy
function is a forecast for price action that is between 60 and 90 percent accurate.  Program produces one
minute ASCII data files that can be read into most popular trading programs.  Uses the date of first trade.
Perfect tool for daytraders. Computes forecasts without use of price data for any date..............MTSW...$3600
Chaos Trader RT
Hans’ online real time trading system.  Uses Bonneville data feed. Runs on Windows 95 in two DOS
windows. Presents stable screens for recognizing chaos patterns. Implements the unique Chaos Map.  Fully
programmable with built in scripting. Zero Delay filters, Polarized Fractal Efficiency, Fractal Moving Average,
and other unique tools found nowhere else.  This is the tool to use to trade the S&P.  Must have taken the
Cash In On Chaos Course.  Very desirable that you have taken the Fractal of Pi, Face of God, and
Harmonics of Heaven course so you will understand what the system is showing you. Overlays the
MoonTide energy forecast. As seen on the weekly Chaos Clinic.   By acceptance only.............CTRT... $3600

Energy Field Products

Energy Charging Kit
If you want to trade well, you need to manage you own energy. It is possible to draw additional energy from
the universe.  You already draw energy from the universe when you sleep.  We have figured out how sleep
works to recharge you.  Using a discovery by Leon Eeman, an Englishman, we have created a package that
includes a biocircuit, an affirmation audio tape, and an instructional video tape. This charging kit is good for
everyone.  Increase your energy, balance your Ki, and Live a Charged Life!............................CHARKIT...$72
Concentration Headband
You can protect yourself from the external fluctations in the earth’s electromagnetic field the same way that
the earth protects our atmosphere from the solar wind - with a local electromagetic field. The concentration
headband uses a magnetic strip to increase the magnetic flux in your brain.  Not only does that shield you,
but it strenthens your own positive thoughts. The secret is that the magnet must be turned the right way.
Otherwise, they can do serious harm. Our headbands are made correctly.  If you wear them right side up,
your mental concentration will be increased. They are completely passive. To order one you must take a
cloth tape measure and measure your head where your want to wear it.  These headbands are great for
meditation, during exams, or for anything you need to do that requires good thinking - like commodity trading.
Requires headsize in in. or cm. Measure around your head where your hat brim would sit....CONHB........$36
Energy Traps
Our world is electro-polluted.  The electrical equipment around you generates negative fields.  Don’t believe
the government’s claim that there is no danger.  The effects start as lack of concentration, fatigue, and
irritability.  Over time this can lead to illnesses of various types.  Scores of scientific studies show harmful
effects from electronic and electrical radiation. Protect yourself. Computer screens, laser printers, copiers,
and florescent lights are especailly bad.  Our energy traps are simple passive devices that trap the energy
and dissipate it.  In the process, they turn a device into a positive energy source.  Computer screens go from
-130 to +100 EUs, laser printers from -200 to +170, copiers from -300 to +200, and florescent lights from
-130 to +105.  These devices are one inch square and stick on the equipment with a peel off adhesive.  We
sell the energy field traps in sets of four.  You need 4 for each computer screen, small copier, small TV, or
laser printer.  Large copiers and TV’s need 6 to 8. Inkjet printers, VCRs, tape recorders, etc. need one. Two
40 watt florescent bulbs need 6. Just figure out how many you need and round up to the nearest four. Sold
only in sets of  four...............................................................................................................................ET4...$20
Total Energy Kit
One Charging Kit, one Concentration Headband, and two sets of 4 (total eight) Energy Traps.
Save $28 over separate purchase. ...................................................................................................TEK...$120

Packages

Chaos Trader’s Trilogy
Cash In On Chaos, Fractal Of Pi, and Face Of God Courses. Best value for serious traders!
Regularly $5040. Save $1312...........................................................................................................CTT..$3728
Starter Jumbo Package 1
Market AstroPhysics and Chaos, one year of Cash In On Chaos Newsletter, Basics of Market AstroPhysics,
Finding AstroCycles, The Trader’s Ephemeris, and WinGephi.
Regularly $525. Save $165. ......................................................................................................JUMBO1...$360
Starter Jumbo Package 2
Market AstroPhysics and Chaos, one year of Cash In On Chaos Newsletter, Basics of Market AstroPhysics,
Finding AstroCycles, The Trader’s Ephemeris, and WinGephi as in Jumbo Package 1, plus one Charging Kit,
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one Concentration Headband, and one set of four Energy Traps, and your personal XGO chart.  Regularly
$689. Save $239. .....................................................................................................................JUMBO2... $450
Starter Jumbo Package 3
Market AstroPhysics and Chaos, one year of Cash In On Chaos Newsletter, Basics of Market AstroPhysics,
Finding AstroCycles, The Trader’s Ephemeris, and WinGephi  plus one Charging Kit, one Concentration
Headband, and one set of four Energy Traps, and your personal XGO chart, plus Cash In On Chaos Video
Course. Regularly $1689. Save $489......................................................................................JUMBO3...$1200

Hotlines

Chaos Trader’s Email and Tomorrow’s Market Email
This is a great aid to both earning and learning. Watch where Hans places his stops to Cash In On Chaos.
Follow along with your own homework. Daily position trader’s updates sent every evening direct to your
email inbox.  It gives trading recommendations on stocks, tbonds, gold, wheat, SF, and Nikkei index.  Hans
also adds charts of interest on a regular basis. Chaos Trader’s Email Up 30% in 1996.  Up 49% in 1997.
Up 525% in six years.

S&P/OEX daytrader’s update, sent each evening direct to your email inbox, gives projected pattern,
change in trend times, and support/resistance levels.  In addition, a One-A-Day  mechanical trade is
specified. Just $99 per month.  Billed in 3 month increments, at $297, automatically renewed. One-A-Day
trading program based on this hotline was Tomorrow’s Market Email Up 803%in three year ..TMEM..$297

Ordering Information
You may order by fax, mail, voice message, or through our website.  We accept cash, checks drawn on US
banks, VISA, and Mastercard.  No COD’s. Course material, once opened, is not returnable or
refundable. We pay postage on airmail delivery in US and CANADA.  We bill all others.  We can ship via
Federal Express if you wish.   On $3600 + products we offer a 10 month layaway plan. Ask us about it.
Order Form
Name ________________________________________________Date___________Date of Birth________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________
City_____________________________State________ Country ____________________Zip____________
Phone_____________________ Fax_____________________ Email______________________________
ITEM        QUANTITY SIZE      STOCK CODE     PRICE     TOTAL PRICE
1   _|____________|________|____________|__________|_____________|
2   _|____________|________|____________|__________|_____________|
3   _|____________|________|____________|__________|_____________|
4   _|____________|________|____________|__________|_____________|
5   _|____________|________|____________|__________|_____________|
6   _|____________|________|____________|__________|_____________|

8.3% TAX IN COLORADO______________
SHIPPING ________________________

TOTAL ________________________

PAYMENT [ ] CASH [ ]CHECK [ ]VISA [ ] MASTERCARD  —MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO MICROMEDIA
Card Number_____________________________________________EXPIRES_____________________
SIGNATURE__________________________________________________________________________

Cash In On Chaos Non-Disclosure Agreement
I understand the Cash In On Chaos / Fractal of Pi /Vortex Swirl course is trade secret property of Dr. Hans
Hannula, and that I am acquiring a license to use this material only in my private trading.  I will not copy the
material or share it in any way with anyone else. I understand that these trade secrets, once communicated,
are non-returnable.  I understand that failure to abide by these agreements violates state, federal, and
international trade secrecy laws.
Signed_____________________________________________________Date________________________
_For other products needing a non-disclosure agreement, see our website, or call us.

Mail to: MicroMedia, 4224 E. 126th Ave., Thornton, CO  80241  (USA)
Fax to: 303 457 9871 Call to: 303 452 5566   Order online at: http://www.cashinonchaos.com/hans or
send email to wava@moneytide.com
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